Dopamine receptor mechanism(s) and antinociception and tolerance induced by swim stress in formalin test.
In the present study, involvement of D1 and D2 dopamine receptors in the antinociception and tolerance induced by water swim stress in the formalin test has been investigated. Water swim stress at 20 degrees C temperature induced antinociception in both phases of the formalin test. Intraperitoneal administration of the D2 dopamine receptor antagonist, sulpiride (25 and 50 mg/kg) reduced swim stress-induced antinociception in the second phase of the formalin test. A higher dose of the D1 dopamine receptor antagonist, SCH23390 (0.1 mg/kg, intraperitoneal) also reduced swim stress-induced antinociception in both phases of the test. Exposure to 3 min water swimming stress, once daily for 3 days, induced tolerance to swim stress-induced antinociception in the second phase of the formalin test. Administration of sulpiride (12.5, 25 and 50 mg/kg), during exposure to water swimming stress (once daily for 3 days), decreased tolerance in the second phase, whereas the antagonist (12.5 and 50 mg/kg) increased pain scores in the first phase of the formalin test. Sulpiride (25 mg/kg) treatment however, once daily for 3 days with no water swimming stress, did not alter swim stress-induced antinociception (0.5, 1 and 3 min tests). Similarly, repeated treatment with SCH23390 (0.05 mg/kg) and water swimming stress did not alter tolerance induced by water swimming stress. Repeated administration of the antagonist in the absence of water swimming stress also did not change swim stress-induced antinociception. The results may indicate a possible involvement of both dopamine D1 and D2 receptors in the antinociception induced by swim stress and D2 receptor mechanism in the tolerance induced by repeated swim stress.